SUNDAY No 12 - WORLD PUZZLE Set by GOZO

A cryptic puzzle themed on one particular country. The name of the country should be inserted at 4 down. Work out the name of the country by solving the *asterisked clues, all undefined. Their solutions have some relevance to the country, such as its places, famous people, culture, language

ACROSS

8 We hear you will get linked at this time of year (8)
9 Sounds like thematic composer will deal in stolen goods (6)
10 * Part of the Dvorak centenary retrospective (6)
11 * This compiler, at onset of rubella, gives up (8)
12 Dig in soil when greatly admiring (9)
13 Polished text of Kidnapped it seems (5)
15 * Find out about abstract art (7)
17 Stupid, like one number (7)
20 * Second-rate literature by unknown (5)
21 * Drunken chap left after 7 (9)
24 * Crashed a BMX before game by church (3,5)
26 * Noisily eat food about one (6)
27 * Old lines from M*A*S*H (6)
28 Unnecessary development of dune and dene (8)

DOWN

1 * Milk container with tips lit up (10)
2 * Low-ranking RAF officer with wood, cycling (6)
3 Bad joints reported by regular writers (8)
4 * [See Setter notes] (7)
5 Consolation, if repeated, at that point (5)
6/22 * 19 Lund Rd getting rebuilt (5,3,6)
7 * Coming from Heidelberg (4)
14 Awfully indecent and best-limited inclinations (10)
16 * Car embargo outside hospital (8)
18 * Spoke of the worker at last (8)
19 * Vehicle circling gold hall. Not half (7)
22 See 6
23 * Lowest quality university replaces Oxford at the top (5)
25 Dover-Calais's back-up port (4)

Solution No 11 Set by Neo
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